LRES - Land Resources & Env Sci

LRES 536. Ecology of Invasive Plants II. 1 Credit. (1 Lec) Su
PREREQUISITES: LRES 569 Through this course, students will learn to organize plant population data and analyze it to determine population temporal and spatial dynamics. In addition they will learn how to apply the conclusions drawn from the analysis to invasive species management decisions.

Term | CRN | Section | Session/Dates | Days | Location | Time
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2017 Summer | 11395 | 801 | Non-standard term dates 15-JUL-17 04-AUG-17 | - | - | -

LRES 557. Thermal Biology in YNP. 2 Credits. (1 Lec, 1 Lab) Su
2 cr. LEC 1 RCT/DIS 1 PREREQUISITE: B.S. Science/Science Education; Enrollment limited to M.S. Science Education Graduate Program A survey of the ecology of important organisms common in thermal habitats of Yellowstone National Park, including a review of different life forms (prokaryotes and eukaryotes) and their modes of metabolism, and the physical, and chemical habitats that define their environment. Course includes lecture, laboratory, and field components. Students will be asked to design curricula for K-12 audiences.

Term | CRN | Section | Session/Dates | Days | Location | Time
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2017 Summer | 11215 | 001 | Non-standard term dates 26-JUN-17 30-JUN-17 | MTWRF GH144 | 8:00am - 9:50am
2017 Summer | 11215 | 001 | Non-standard term dates 26-JUN-17 30-JUN-17 | MTWRF GH143 | 10:00am - 5:00pm

LRES 562. Land Rehab Field Problem. 2 Credits. (2 Lab) Su
alternate even years. PREREQUISITE: ENSC 460, ENSC 461. Extended field trip to numerous drastically disturbed sites across the Northern Plains. On-site review of land rehabilitation problems, solutions, and methodologies. Participation by industry, regulatory agency staff, and rehabilitation professionals will occur at most sites.

Term | CRN | Section | Session/Dates | Days | Location | Time
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2017 Summer | 11090 | 001 | Non-standard term dates 15-MAY-17 04-AUG-17 | - | - | -

LRES 569. Ecol of Invasive Plants in GYE. 2 Credits. (1 Lec, 1 Lab) Su
2 cr. LEC 1 LAB 1 Current theories on what makes species invasive and what ecosystem conditions invite or resist non-indigenous plant species will be considered. Direct involvement in field research associated with testing methodology for monitoring the invasive potential of several exotic species in the otherwise pristine mountain environments.

Term | CRN | Section | Session/Dates | Days | Location | Time
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2017 Summer | 11217 | 001 | Non-standard term dates 10-JUL-17 14-JUL-17 | - | - | -

LRES 591. Special Topics. 1-4 Credits. (1 Rct; 12 cr max) On Demand
1 - 4 cr. Maximum 12 cr. PREREQUISITE: Upper division courses and others as determined for each offering. Courses not required in any curriculum for which there is a particular one-time need or given on a trial basis to determine acceptability and demand before requesting a regular course number.

Term | CRN | Section | Session/Dates | Days | Location | Time
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2017 Summer | 11141 | 801 | Non-standard term dates 15-MAY-17 04-AUG-17 | - | - | -
2017 Summer | 11199 | 802 | Intersession | - | - | -
2017 Summer | 11218 | 003 | Non-standard term dates 12-JUN-17 16-JUN-17 | - | - | -
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